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Abstract 

 

In Daqing oil field, the Nener standard layer at the bottom of the casing 

damage have these characteristics , focus on a plane and time, there are many 

concentrated areas which have casing damage caused by formation slippage, 

and it has been seriously affect the normal production of oil field. Through the 

analysis on the phenomenon of abnormal concentration zone of oil wells, the 

standard layer of casing damage wells anomalies is closely related to the 

inside water of standard oil shale. Test data indicate that the regional 

formation differential pressure between standard layer and the safe area and 

the standard layer high-pressure injecting water are important factors that 

effect the formation of clusters of casing damage. 
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1. Instruction 
In the Sazhong block, the fact of casing damage is serious, by the end of July 2014, 

Sazhong block to the total number of wells is 17685, 5524 casing damage wells has 

been found, 404 wells which can mot be pull move, 213 other Wells, total 6141 wells, 

accumulative total of casing damage rate is 31.4%, it has seriously affected the 

production of oil field. 

Statistical show that the casing damage horizon centralization of shale standard layer 

is concentrate at the bottom of the second member of the tender, accounting for 42.1% 

of the total number of casing damage wells. Standard layer casing damage has the 

characteristics of the concentrate planar distribution and time concentration, Sazhong 

block has a total of nine casing damage in clusters with a total area of 38.34 km
2
, this 

area has 2325 casing damage wells, which the number of the casing damage wells in 

standard layer is 2095, 90.1% of the region of casing damage wells; Each casing 

damage concentrated to form clusters in commonly 3 ~ 5 years, and is closely related 
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to the injection-production adjustment, uneven formation pressure, and oil shale 

inflow water. 

 
 
2. Phenomenon of standard layer casing damage 
After the casing damage formation of standard layer concentrated area, part of the 

standard shearing break well injection-production appeared abnormal. Under the 

constant volume of standard layer casing shear break well daily water injection, 

injection pressure suddenly fall in short term. Moisture content of standard layer 

casing shear break well production suddenly increase in a short period of time or 

produced fluid containing high concentrations of polymer. 

Through analyzed the anomaly phenomenon of standard shear break well, the 

standard shear of injection well inject the high-pressure fluid to standard layer, 

injection high pressure fluid to produce horizontal crack in the standard layer and 

formed an " soak waters" area, large areas of high-speed flow channel is formed in the 

standard layer. The high pressure fluid in standard layer goes across the shearing 

fracture into the wellbore after the well layer wrong patrol. Previous and new 

assignments and test parameters can be confirmed the point of view which water 

inflow the standard layer and interporosity flow in high-speed flow channel. 

Big different pressure between regional formation is another characteristic of the 

standard layer focus casing damage area. According to the results, the oilfield casing 

damage occurred during the development adjustment. Casing damage area in Sazhong 

development area occurred after some big adjustment such as the drilling pressure 

decline adjustment of injection-production system. Further study found that when the 

piece of standard layer was found, there is various regional differential pressures 

around the casing damage area. After the pressure of casing damage area and the 

surrounding area average more than 1 MPa, standard concentration of casing damage 

area began to form, the time of pressure change is closely related to the time when 

casing damage was found. 

 
 
3. Causes of standard layer casing damage 
Bottom of Nener layer casing damage mainly depends on geological factors which are 

the internal cause and the development factor, the external cause namely. External 

cause by internal work, standard layer of casing damage is the result of the interaction 

between external cause and internal cause. 

The non-uniform deformation of reservoir and overlying strata depend on the 

different pore pressure between areas is the main external cause lead to the weak 

structural plane shear. Injection-production unbalance in the process of oilfield 

development area result in different pore pressure in regional formation, then makes 

the change of oil reservoir thickness go wrong, so in the overlying strata appear 

uneven regional movements and deformation, after the deformation reaching a certain 

degree, elastic energy of formation deformation releases in standard layer of weak 

structural plane and forms a shear dislocation, breaking a large number of casing 

damage of oil wells. On the other hand, the pressure injected in standard layer water 
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destroy weak structural plane of the shale, the lower the limit of oil shale level 

diastrophism become, the easier the casing damage appeared; at the same time, the 

effect of high pressure water makes shale which between the water level deform and 

shear, intensifys the casing damage, casing damage area cannot be kept stable. 

Standard layer casing damage exists two loops: 

1)  Injection-production pressure imbalance between regional produce different 

pressure at producing areas, makes the oil reservoir thickness change uneven, 

produce intercalated dislocation and causes the shear of casing damage of 

standard layer. 

2)  After the formation of shear casing damage of standard layer， due to the 

casing damage of injection wells found not timely, high-pressure water flows 

into the standard layer, further expanding the scope of the casing damage. 

 

The first cycle for large cycle is caused by the injection-production pressure 

imbalance between regions of casing damage, a second minor cycle appeared after 

formation of casing damage, expanding the scope of the casing damage. In the actual 

production, casing damage will continue to happen if we can't control the two loops 

which induced casing damage. 

 
 
3. Prevention and control measures of casing damage standard layer 
In a loop of two casing damage standard layer, not only should we control of high 

pressure make water flowed into the oil shale, but also control the imbalance of 

injection-production pressure or both; Among them to cut off the source that the 

inflow of water caused by high pressure at oil shale apparently more direct and 

efficient. 

 

3.1 Control standard layer into the water 

The relevant data also confirmed that the standard layer water channel in addition to 

the shear fracture, the lax casing screw thread, the poor quality of interface cementing 

at cement ring – layer interface, scrapping well not completely is also the reason why 

water flows into the standard. In order to control the water flows into the standard, we 

should start from these several aspects. 

1)  Control high risk injection wells, put an end to wrong break well water 

injection 

2)  Strengthen the quality supervision of well completion process, control leakage 

of casing screw thread. 

3)  Optimize the development adjustment and well completion technology, 

improve the quality of cementing: 

4)  Strengthen the injection well, implement engineering scrap 

 

3.2 Control the pressure difference between regions 

The difference pressure between of regional formation is the main causes of the 

standard concentration of casing damage zone formation. Therefore, the methods 

about controlling different pressure between regions are as follows: 
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1)  Control the different pressure from development source 

2)  Control the different pressure during development adjustment 

 
4. Application effect of casing damage prevention and control 
After the control scheme of standard layer of casing damage was established, it will 

be applied in the south area in October 2014. Choose the concentration of casing 

damage area of 27 oil and water wells, 13 wells edge conditions is clearly among 

them, monitoring the stability conditions of fixed location. there were two rounds of 

check in October 2014 and April 2015, test results are shown in table 1: 

 

Table 1. 40 wells casing damage detection in different periods 

 

Zone Situation Of Casing 

damage 

Apr. 

2014 

Before 

measur

es 

oct. 

2014 

Before 

measur

es 

Apr. 

2015 

After 

measur

es 

Concentration of casing 

damage zone 

No damage 27 21 19 

casing damage at 

standard layer 

0 6 7 

Other type casing 

damage 

0 0 1 

Edge of casing damage zone No damage 13 11 10 

casing damage at 

standard layer 

0 2 2 

Other type casing 

damage 

0 0 1 

 

 

Before the prevention and control measures by 6 months, there are 27 wells at 

concentration zone, 6 wells were casing damaged, all for the standard layer of casing 

damage wells; 13 wells at the edge of casing damage zone, 2 wells were the standard 

layer of casing damage wells. Taking the prevention and control method proposed in 

this paper after 6 months period, there are 21 wells at concentration zone, 2 wells 

were casing damaged, 1 wells without standard layer casing damage and 1 other 

horizon casing damage well; 11 wells at the edge of casing damage zone, 1 well was 

casing damaged at mudstone horizon of Nener. So, after casing damage prevention 
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and control measures were implemented, casing damage trend of concentration casing 

damage zone was under control, internal area stays stability, no external expansion 

was happened at the edge. 

 
 
Conclusion: 
1. Standard layer of casing damage was caused both by the low shear strength of 

shale, easy to have the bedding geological slip, and also by the regional 

pressure differential, and the oil shale submerged high-pressure lubrication 

and pressure-out development factors; Both of them are force sources of 

standard casing damage. 

2. To control the casing damage reason is given priority during the standard layer 

casing damage prevention and control, around the "narrow pore pressure 

between areas, to cut off the oil shale water source waters and relief pressure 

on high pressure immerged area". 
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